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Executive Sum
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ary

In an always-on world, nothing remains static for long. Paradigms shift and if 
you’re not paying attention, what once was a fail-safe plan becomes obsolete 
with the next algorithm update. But, not to fear, we’re here to lead you through 
the ever-changing landscape of digital commerce.

In November and December of last year, retail sales in the US climbed 5.5% 
bolstered by a 17.8% boost in retail ecommerce sales. This year, eMarketer 
expects total retail sales in the US to increase 3.8% with ecomm sales growing 
15.3%. Mobile sales alone will grow 32.7%.1 The surge in mobile shopping will 
continue, as will marketplace consolidation.

Shoppers have been conditioned to start looking for deals early. So stay sharp, 
because list writing and decision-making start now, and holiday shopping starts 
in early October.2

So, leverage your data and invest in state-of-the-art tools that allow you to gain 
insights faster and take action sooner. Remain agile with our comprehensive 
holiday guide, key insights, and industry trends. To drive a strong holiday 
season.

Creating Seamless Commerce for 
Holiday Shoppers
Helping you ease your holiday woes one tip at a time.

Cheers to crushing your goals this Holiday Season!
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Key Holiday Trends & Insights
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Plan for a Record-Breaking Season eMarketer predicts overall 
growth during the holiday 
season with total retail sales 
growth of 3.8% and ecomm
sales growing 15.3%.1

“Retailers can acquire up to 59% more 
customers during the holiday season. In 2016, 
Black Friday and Cyber Monday shifted from 
two days into an entire weekend of sales. We 
saw bigger discounts, longer sales periods, and 
an increase in shoppers and order sizes," 
said Paige Gerber, Head of Marketing, Vantage.
"Make sure you have a holiday campaign 
strategy for both your online advertising and 
email marketing. These marketing channels are 
essential to increasing sales over the holidays," 
continued Gerber.3

20 18

Key Trends and Insights



16.20%

16.80%

17.70%
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Extended Shopping Habits Thanksgiving Weekend Share of US Holiday 
Season Desktop Retail Ecommerce Sales, 
2015-2017
% of total

Key Trends and InsightsHoliday shopping starts in early October with significant 
promotions cropping up the first week of November. 

Customers have come to expect more sales and 
promotions around Thanksgiving.

These six days (Thanksgiving through Cyber-Tuesday, as 
researchers are now referring to it) accounted for 16.2% 
of ecomm holiday spend in 2015, 16.8% 
in 2016 and 17.7% last year.4

According to Martech, Cyber Tuesday produced higher 
conversion rates by 13%.5

“The importance of starting early 
cannot be emphasized enough.” 
- John Roswech, executive vice president of brand solutions at Criteo



Consumers who are planners by nature are 
probably thinking about their gift and décor options 
long before it is on your site, so make sure you stay 
top of mind, as they make their mental lists!
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Start Early!
Key Trends and Insights

- Get your Holiday pages, gift guides
and merchandise on the site October 1st

(or earlier!).

- Cater to holiday décor shoppers who are 
anxious to start decorating and prepping 
for holiday gatherings.

- Promote holiday via email and other digital 
channels, and ‘give permission’ to shoppers 
who wonder if it’s too early to start tackling 
their list now.

Action Item



Half of web users expect site load time to 
be under 2 seconds. Anything more than 3 
seconds and they are already gone.6

79% of online shoppers say 
they will not return to a site if 
they have had trouble with 
load time in the past.6

And then there is Google. Google 
loves blistering fast sites so much that they 
issued their "mobile first" indexing. 
Meaning, slow load times can negatively 
impact a sites ranking.
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Speed is Driving Force 
Along the Purchase Path

Key Trends and Insights

"We have 95% accuracy 
with our revenue 

prediction models. The two 
biggest consistent 

variables that impact those 
models are page load time 

and bounce rate. It is 
critical that your site load 

time is fast and your 
landing pages are relevant. 

Two things that you can 
improve before holiday."

- Cindy Brown, CEO



Image Size – be sure you are optimizing images for the area 
they are being displayed in.

Image compression - Images can be compressed, without 
reducing quality or appearance, to bring down the file size.

HTML - HTML with white space between lines of code can 
create a longer document, resulting in a larger file. Remove 
the white space, move CSS to an external file, and clean up 
unnecessary code to help shrink the file size and reduce
load times.
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Load Faster!
Key Trends and Insights

“If I could give one overarching 
tip to maximize your SEO efforts, 
it would be to focus on improving 
site speed, especially with Google 
switching to a mobile-first index. 

Optimizing your images is a great 
place to start.”

- Matt NeSmith, SEO Manager

Action Item

Shrink your CSS & Javascript files - Minimize the number of files, for example, by combining files into one or removing external references can 
help improve site speed.

Leverage Browser Caching - Leverage browser caching by setting expires headers on your sites resources. These tell the browser if it should 
request a file from the server or pull it from the browsers cache. This prevents the browser from downloading the same, unmodified file over 
and over.

Render Blocking Assets - Render blocking assets prevent the browser from rendering the page until they are done loading because they 
contribute to the structure and format of the page. To prevent site speed issues from javascript and CSS needing to be loaded, you can defer 
some resources if they are not needed for above the fold content.



Mobile Moments
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Sales on mobile, or 
mcommerce, were up more 
than 40% in Q4 2017.1
eMarketer is projecting total 
US retail mcommerce sales 
will grow 32.7% in 2018.1
In addition to the mcommerce contribution, 
mobile search plays a key role in driving foot 
traffic for retailers.

Key Trends and Insights
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Get Up to Speed!
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53% of mobile 
site visits are 

abandoned if your 
site takes more than 
3 seconds

to load.

Conduct a 
mobile site 
audit now.
CONTACT US 
to get started.

Holiday 
Survival 
Guide

Key Trends and Insights

Action 
Item



Marketplaces Dominant
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Studies show that 97% of online shoppers in the 
US have made a purchase at an online 
marketplace. Two years ago, that statistic was 
only 85%.7

Amazon is the first place (site or 
app) that consumers visit when 
shopping marketplaces (54%), 
followed by Google (15%) and 
Walmart (6%).7

Online buyers are turning to Amazon to start 
their product search with increased frequency.8

Key Trends and Insights



• Want to dip in a toe? Start with paid advertising on platforms like 
Amazon, directing users to your website vs. marketplace listings to 
gauge opportunity for your business.

• Prioritize launch of listings on Amazon, and test into Fulfillment by 
Amazon (FBA), for additional sales in time for Holiday. 

• If you’re on Vendor Central but want to test Seller Central, identify 
categories without overlap or brand exclusives and assess KPIs such 
as margin to indicate whether or not to continue. 

• Get your product feed right for Seller Central, starting with basic 
field mapping and then optimizing for enhanced organic search and 
paid ad performance.

• Reporting is often underutilized, both in marketplaces and 3rd party 
management tools. Build reports that answer key questions – such 
as; buy box performance or cross-marketplace product sell through 
– then use them to drive strategy!
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Marketplace Insights & Where to Start

Key Trends and Insights

“Looking for low hanging fruit 
with listings optimization? 

Start with descriptive product 
titles, concatenating in 

additional fields such as 
product category.”

- Billy McCall, Senior Paid Media Strategist

Action Item



Engaging New Audiences
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Activate new audiences early to increase awareness and 
expand your target pool, allocating budget on conversion tactics 

later when consumers are in-market. 
Get a jump on it now! It will be too expensive & saturated to grow 

your customer base in November.

Key Trends and Insights

Holiday 
Survival 
Guide

Action 
Item



• Define your audience segments and the 
corresponding message for each.

• Start with site engagement data for easy-to-
implement campaigns such as retargeting.

• Use 1st party data throughout, with cross-
channel strategies for key segments:
• Lapsed Buyers
• Warm Prospects with Past Engagement 

(via the website, email, advertising, etc.)
• VIP or Multi-Buyers
• One-Time Buyers
• Category Buyers with Cross-Sell Opportunity 
• Highest LTV or Predicted Highest LTV Shoppers
• Active Buyer Suppression

• Layer on additional strategies for:
• Demo (e.g. gender, age, income, etc.)
• Interests & Affinity
• 2nd & 3rd Party Data (such as competitive spenders)
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Actionable Audience
Strategies

“Many brands run customer 
acquisition campaigns that don’t 

leverage audience strategies such as 
suppression or dynamic 

commissioning on the active 
customer file – when almost any 

publisher or partner can 
accommodate that. Get a quick win 
before Holiday by onboarding and 
updating those audiences monthly, 

at minimum.”

- Katie Kelly, VP of Strategy

Speak to Your Audience

Holiday Décor 
Shoppers

Preorder/Early 
Shoppers

Seasonal 
Shoppers

(1-2x/year buyers)

Gifting 
Shoppers

Promotionally 
Motivated 
Shoppers 

Key Trends and Insights

Action Item



Millennials are leading fashion 
ecomm growth.9

Older Gen Zers and younger Millennials 
are shopping after Cyber Monday. A 
consideration that could adjust marketing 
budgets.4
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Next Gen

Key Trends and Insights
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Holiday Shopping After
Cyber Monday

18-27

28-36

37-52

53-71

72+

Total

INTERNET USERS IN NORTH AMERICA WHO COMPLETED MOST OF THEIR 2017 
HOLIDAY SHOPPING AFTER CYBER MONDAY, BY AGE.
% of respondents

Note: n=1,743; *and before Christmas
Source: TrendSource, “2017 Post-Holiday Report,” Feb 22, 2018

www.eMarketer.com



Generational Gaps
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Gen Z isn’t as reliant on mobile as 
one might think.

While it is true that a majority of Gen Zers spend the most time on 
their smartphones, they show a fondness for bricks-and-mortar.9

Close to a third of Gen Zers research an item online before heading 
to the store to make a purchase in-person.9

Key Trends and Insights

"In 2017, Millennials were the only generation to see growth in online apparel sales—to 
the tune of 4 percent, which represented $2 billion in incremental sales. But these same 
retailers also need to understand and fulfill the desires of Millennials’ even younger 
counterparts, Gen Z.” - John Roswech, Executive Vice President of Brand Solutions



The Power of Free 
Giveaways are particularly strong with younger demographics.

According to a recent survey, 75% of Gen Z 
and 60% of Millennials said free giveaways were 
likely to turn them into repeat customers.10

Keep the path to purchase (and your return policy) hassle free. 
That's something that all generations can agree on.
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How to Speak to a Generation –
Don't Speak to an Age Group

Key Trends and Insights"I will make an online 
purchase if there are 
good photos and 
descriptions of the 
item, and if there is a 
good/easy return 
policy in place. I also 
like it when I can get a 
deal online!” 
- Ashley Fankhauser, Owner of Midnight 
Rambler Boutique

Action Item



Studies show consumers expect changes in prices and 
variations in messaging across channels.11

Enhance the shopping experience with offline
and online channel integration.
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Reaching Your Shoppers 
in Ways That Matter to Them

Key Trends and Insights

“Make sure you have your creative 
assets done early and provide a few 

different variations of them to ensure 
top performance. Facebook approval 

process can take up to 48 hours!”

- Emily Callender, 
Manager of Display Services

"Social ads are a must! Get in front 
of shoppers where they already 
spend the majority of their time, 
and show them with a beautifully 
built ad why your product is a 
must-buy this holiday 
season.” - Paige Gerber, Head of Marketing, Vantage



Paid Social, Be There or Be Square
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q Fund prospecting campaigns early in Q4 to fill 
the funnel. Then drive into retargeting 
campaigns during peak buying times later in 
Q4.

q Review audience strategy for gaps in the funnel,
are you addressing awareness, consideration, 
purchasers, loyalty, and lapsed customers?

q Have a separate strategy for Instagram, 
customize for this audience.

q Make sure you’re optimizing towards your top 
performing creatives.

q Push dollars towards top converting devices.
q Leverage best performing organic posts 

within paid social to maximize reach and
effectiveness.

Key Trends and Insights

Action Item



3%

9%

9%

12%

27%

39%

What Is the Primary Thing US Business 
Professionals Would Change About

Emails From Brands? June 2018
% of respondentsSure, email isn’t as glamorous as social. But, it is still the 

preferred method to receive brand offers.12

"On average, retailers increase their 
email frequency to their subscribers 
by roughly 50% during November 
and December, compared to non-
holiday months. That’s a lot of extra 
emails that have to get designed, 
coded and QAed. Starting early can 
help marketers avoid rushing later."                                               
- Chad White, Research Director, Litmus
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Don't Forget About Email

Key Trends and Insights

Make them less about promotion and more about providing me 
information

Content that’s better personalized to my interests

Ability to make a purchase without leaving email

More engaging content like embedded videos and images

Incorporate more content from actual product/service users

Other
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Be more 
attuned to who 
wants to hear 
from you and 
who doesn’t.

Consider how are 
your customers 
different
Talk to each subset 
specifically.

Go deeper than 
knowing the names 
of your customers. 
Really target them by knowing 
what they are interested in.

Take a segment of your customer 
file and match it against a 
3rd party database to obtain 
valuable information about their 
interests, past purchases, gender 
and location.

Use Email to Maximize
Your Best Performing Audience, 

Your Customers

Invest in your 
knowledge about 
your customers.
Clean up your list! Put your 
non-openers in a separate 
list and speak to them 
differently.

List 
Hygiene

Buyer 
Segmentations Personalization Customer

Appends

Key Trends and Insights

Holiday 
Survival 
Guide



Optimizing Your Q4 Budget: Flip the Funnel
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September October November December

In addition to your always-on strategy, consider “flipping the funnel” when allocating your Q4 budget. Push awareness 
dollars early to fill the funnel and capture the attention of new and lapsed users before key buying times. Tactics like 
prospecting display, paid social and non-brand search and shopping will help support awareness. When it comes time to 
capture the bulk of sales in November and December, your users will be primed and ready to purchase. Conversion focused 
channels like branded paid search, shopping, retargeting, and affiliate will be ready to close the deal.

Awareness Consideration Purchase

• Prospecting Display
• Influencers
• Content Affiliates
• Prospecting Paid Social

• Non-Brand Paid Search
• Non-Brand Shopping
• Affiliate

• Branded Paid Search
• Branded Shopping
• Retargeting Display & Paid Social
• Affiliate Placements

Key Trends and Insights

Action Item



Understanding Customer Needs
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Create unparalleled 
customer loyalty by 
understanding and 
fulfilling their need. 

Retailers that grew more 
than 4.5% this year believe 

that providing a better 
customer experience was 

the #1 successful 
innovation.

Shoppers expect 
a frictionless 
experience. 

Make sure they can return 
their online purchase in 

store, online offers will be 
honored in store, and you 

can support ship 
to store.

88% 
of shoppers agree 

that free shipping is 
more important 

than fast shipping13

Key Trends and Insights



Last year, Amazon's Black Friday 
sales brought in close to $1.4 
billion. Or, 27% of total online 
shopping for that day.15

Not to be outdone...by themselves, Amazon 
brought in almost $2 billion on Cyber Monday 
accounting for 30% of total online sales.15
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Why Amazon?

It’s not too late to start testing 
on Amazon by setting up a feed-
based 3P account on Seller 
Central.

Key Trends and Insights

Holiday 
Survival 
Guide

Amazon: Biggest Online Presence By A Margin



Manage the chaos of the holidays by setting up 
alerts in your analysis platform to manage by 
exception, focusing on where your attention is 
needed the most.

With easily accessible insights, you can see 
opportunities and risks at a glance, and take 
action.

A Mobile Ready format puts performance 
numbers in the palm of your hand.

Foster instant collaboration across teams to 
maximize holiday impact with data visualizations
that are available 24/7.

Transform Your Data Into Action

We can show you 
how to leverage 

real-time 
performance data

26

Key Trends and Insights

Holiday 
Survival 
Guide



SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

18 19 20 21 22
Thanksgiving

23
Black Friday

24
Small Business 
Saturday

25 26
Cyber Monday

27
Cyber Tuesday

28 29 30 1

2
Hanukkah Begins

3 4 5 6 7 8

9 10
Green Monday
Hanukkah Ends

11
Green Tuesday

12 13 14
Free Shipping day

15
Ground shipping 
deadline

16 17 18 19 20
2-day, Express, and 
First Class shipping 
deadline

21 22

Next Day, Priority 
Express, and 
Overnight 
shipping deadline

23 24
Christmas Eve

25
Christmas Day 

26
Clearance Sales Begin

27 28 29

30 31 1
New Year’s Day

2 3 4 5

Maximize Key Holiday Dates
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Top projected online revenue days

Last year, 46% of global traffic came through mobile, but only 30% converted.14 
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Monthly To-Dos
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September October November December January

Implement key items found in 
audits, tease holiday content, 
define customer acquisition 

strategies.

Continue testing and 
monitoring, make necessary 

shifts, define contingency 
plans, holiday site goes live.

Keep up with data analytics 
alerts, test and optimize, be 

prepared to implement 
contingency plans if necessary.

Conduct channel audits, 
analyze competitors, set and 
determine budgets, review 

last season’s data.

Key H
oliday D

ates

Audience Strategies span entire season

Showtime! Execute, execute, 
execute the plan!

And don't forget Cyber 
Tuesday.

Keep in mind that younger 
generations and men are still 

shopping.

Action Item
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Seasonal Check List

Key H
oliday D

ates



Mid-Season Planning:
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q Prioritize & implement key items identified in channel audit(s)
q Launch your seasonal digital storefront 

(start teasing holiday content)

q Define customer acquisition strategies
q Monitor spend & performance
q Make necessary shifts in marketing mix/spend
q Holiday fully LIVE on the site
q Set up data analytics alerts to manage by exception & be made aware of issues right away
q Continue with micro tests (ad copy, landing pages, etc.) and adjust on the fly to maximize performance
q Define some possible contingency plans to implement in peak weeks 

(e.g. promotion ideas, landing page content, affiliate exclusives, etc.)

q Be aware of code freezes

Key Holiday D
ates

Oct.
Action Item



Late Season Planning:
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q Optimize programs – weekly
q Be Nimble – be prepared with contingency plans if trending behind revenue goal
q Continue with micro tests (ad copy, landing pages, etc.) and adjust on the fly to 

maximize performance
q Respond to alerts from your analytics systems to manage by exception and be 

made aware of issues right away
q Don't forget younger generations and men are still shopping late into the holiday 

season. Make sure your messaging and offers speak to these late shoppers
q Have a plan for Cyber Tuesday

Key H
oliday D

ates
Nov./Dec.

Action Item



End of Season:
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q End of Season Promotions, including "didn't get what you wanted?" messaging
q Document and Compile Learnings/Data to Inform Next Year's plan
q Build post-holiday strategies around loyalty-driving content and emails
q After holiday sales begin. The second, albeit smaller, wave of shipping starts

Key H
oliday D

ates
January

Action Item



Final
Thoughts

You Got This...
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Conclusion and Sources

You don’t have to look far to notice that this world has 
fundamentally, and irreversibility changed, and it all started with the 
launch of the smartphone. Since then, technology has allowed us 
real-time access to just about anything (life without Google Maps, 
what would that be like?).

So, here lies the challenge for marketers...how can a brand find new 
and authentic ways to connect to their audiences? It is true that 
marketers in this oversaturated space are under unparalleled 
pressure to stand out, and that dynamic has never been more 
relentless. But there is a silver lining, in many ways this is a time of 
opportunity! Brands have never had as much data as they do now. 
But it really isn’t so much about the amount of data, but what you’re 
doing with the data. Be sure you're tracking the right data, the data 
that means something to your business and your unique KPIs. 

Yes, the holiday season is always a bit stressful (to say the least) but 
that is why we are here. That’s why we created this guide, to let you 
know you have someone in your corner.

Cheers to your continued success!
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We hope you found our holiday 
survival guide actionable and 
insightful.

If you have any questions, feel 
free to drop us a line at 
inquiries@bluemoondigital.co

Conclusion and Sources

Happy  Holidays !
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